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SERIES
How to future-proof
your work
For more information on
this virtual speaker
series and to register, visit
www.bclma.org/events
Registrants will receive an
email with a link for the
session one week before the
presentation.

ERIC TERMUENDE

SESSION 1
The One-Degree Shift
Setting leaders up to thrive in the
future of work through one-degree shifts
in perception, Eric walks attendees
through the current and future of
work environments and shares three
one-degree shifts we can make in our
leadership roles.
Wherever you look, it is becoming
increasingly clear that to succeed in
the future of work, we must realize
our full potential as a team. In this
presentation, Eric Termuende walks
attendees through work environments
and shares one-degree shifts we
can make to build better teams,
establish deeper trust, and create an
environment of belonging.

CYNTHIA MILLS

SESSION 2
Leadership, Crisis, Stress,
Neurology,
Decision-Making &
CYNTHIA
MILLS
Founder,
President & CEO of The Leaders’
Presence

Haven,
a consultancy
serving
leaders
The
current times
call for
leadership
including the business, finance, service, coin short-term crisis management and
op, education, and legal industries.

LINDA EDGECOMBE

SESSION 3
Holy Crap Am I Busy! Changing
Our Culture from Overwhelmed
to Resilient

long-term scenario planning. In this
new era, how we care for ourselves,
lead with decisiveness in uncertain
waters, and acquire new knowledge
to build frameworks is critical.
The pandemic has pushed us into
unprecedented challenges. More than
ever, we must be the leaders our teams
need. How can neurology help us?
How can we leverage our leadership
presence and skills? Who can provide
value in your role?

Linda will reveal her research
and data collected from dozens
of organizations on how Chaos
and “Busy” has become the new
norm and wound us into the most
unproductive and basically unhappy
demographic in the past 30 years.
Her straightforward and very
humorous approach, stacked up with
relevant and easy solutions, will get
your organization and teams back
on track with clear vision and tools
to take back their workday and their
personal lives.

THU, SEPTEMBER 10
12:00 PM - 1:00 PM

THU, OCTOBER 1
12:00 PM - 1:00 PM

THU, OCTOBER 22
12:00 PM - 1:00 PM

About Eric

About Cynthia

About Linda

A thought leader on optimizing work culture, the
future of work, and engagement in the workplace, as well as author of Rethink Work.
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The Founder, president and CEO of The Leaders’
Haven™, a consultancy serving clients as a
business strategist for a variety of businesses
such as finance, legal, marketing, and education.
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Award-winning humorist speaker, trainer and
consultant, whose mission is to get people fired
up and ready to shift or get off the pot!
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